
Notes for Teachers

CAD exercise to design a case and top for an uncased USB memory stick

The CAD tutorial shows a basic design for a case and top, which will help students understand the 

method.   The tutorial and video uses primitive shapes to produce the design, so it is fairly simple and 

during the project, we found all our year 7 and 8 students could readily follow the instructions. 

Many then wanted to experiment with their own designs as their skill levels allowed.  There is a brief 

written USB case tutorial using sketching and this was shown to them after they had completed the 

drawing from primitives.  

Most students went on to design their own cases either using adapted primitive shapes or by starting 

with a sketched design.  One student found the 123D primitive designs and used the aeroplane 

primitive, scaling it down them using the “split solid” function to make it into 2 parts for the case and 

top.   

The split solid function is a very useful tool, so a tutorial is included to show it as an alternative 

method to make the USB case and top.  It is interesting for students to consider that with CAD there 

will generally be more than one possible method to achieve a design. 

Getting your uncased USB memory sticks
The cost free option is to get donated memory sticks and uncase them as part of the class exercise.  

However, for our project, standard design uncased USB memory sticks from Rapidonline were used.  

The dimensions may well be exactly the same if you uncase donated memory sticks.

CUTTING BOX SIZE MUST BE CORRECT

The method uses a cutting box to make the correct sized hole in the case for the uncased USB PCB 

board and then another cutting box to make the correct sized hole in the top.

It is important to test the cutting box size for the uncased memory sticks you have and for the 3D 

printer you are using as printer tolerances vary.  These memory sticks were printed on the UP Plus 2.

Below are details and measurement of the Rapidonline uncased USB memory stick:

Some of the designs produced by the Year 7 and 8 students
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Dimensions for the top cutting box

This will be Length of the USB end x Width of USB end x Depth of USB end.  
Nothing needs adding to the length measurement as the case will protrude about 2mm over 
the USB end, so the 15mm length is more than adequate.  You want the top to be tight 
enough to stay on but not too tight, as you want to be able to take it on and off easily.  To 
achieve this,  a tiny amount was added to the width measurement and print test showed that 
0.1mm needed adding to the depth of the USB end measurement. 

Actual cutting box size used: Length 15mm, Width 12.5mm, Height 4.65mm

Dimensions for the case cutting box

This will be Length of the PCB board x Width of PCB board x Depth of USB end.  A tiny amount 
was added to the actual measurements to allow space to slide the USB into the case.  

Actual cutting box size used: Length 34mm, Width 14mm, Height 4.6mm

Depth of USB end of the memory stick
= 4.55 mm

Width of PCB board
= 13.7 mm

Length of PCB board + 2mm onto the USB end  = 33.5 mm

Width of USB end
= 12.2 mm

Length of USB end  = 15 mm

Measuring the uncased USB memory stick

A ruler and callipers were used to take measurements of the Rapidonline USB memory stick.  

Getting the dimensions for the case and top cutting boxes

Below are details of the cutting box size used in the tutorials.  It is best make a test case and 
top and check the size works on your printer, or just download the STL files from the website 
which are for the case and top made in the tutorial design and try them on your 3D printer.

The end section can be removed – we did this so the USB case could be as small as possible
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Assembling the USB

The PCB should just slide into the 3D printed case.  If it doesn’t then use a reamer to file it 
down as necessary.  Similarly if the top is tight, file it away a little.

When the PCB is in place, with the 
case sitting about 2mm over the 
USB end, place a very small 
amount of super glue at each 
corner where the case meets the 
USB end

Choice of plastic colour for 3D printing

When the memory stick is plugged into the 
computer, the light on the PCB comes on.  If you 
choose a lighter plastic colour such as white, 
yellow or red, you will be able to see this light 
shine through the mesh fill of the 3D printed 
plastic..

3D printers print a mesh fill rather than a solid fill 
(unless you specifically set the print configuration 
file to solid fill).  
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Depth of USB end of the memory stick = _________ mm

Width of PCB board

= ________ mm

Length of PCB board + 2mm onto the USB end  = _________ mm

Width of USB end

= _________ mm

Length of USB end  = ________ mm

Measuring the uncased USB memory stick

Use a ruler and callipers to take measurements of the uncased USB memory stick.  
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